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NEGATIVE PREFIX in– = “not” (cont.)

Differentiation Strategies
Use Definitions at a Glance to practice specific words, or invite students to choose their own in– words from the classroom word wall or Student Guided Practice Book activities. See Bonus Pages on the Digital Resources for additional student activities for the unit. These exclusively digital options can be used to pre-teach or reteach a lesson or give students another chance to play with the unit’s newly learned roots!

Above-Level Support
Have students compare lists of in– words and un– words. Ask them to put these words into pairs that are similar in meaning. For example, insincere and unkind are related in meaning.

English Language Support
Review the base words. Then, talk about the definition for each word, and share an example or way for the word to be used in context.
See Cognate Connections for Spanish words built with this prefix, and point out the similarities with English.

Below-Level Support
Give students a short list of in– words and their matching bases. Have students write sentences or draw pictures to show how these words have opposite definitions.

Cognate Connections
Spanish-English cognates from the prefix in– to share with students: inactivo (inactive); inapropriado (not appropriate); inaudible (not audible); incompleto (incomplete or unfinished); incorrecto (incorrect, wrong); increíble (incredible, not believable); incurable (incurable, having no cure); indecente (indecent); indirecto (indirect, not direct); inexperto (inexperienced, lacking experience); infinito (infinite, having no end or limit); inflexible (inflexible, unable to be bent); informal (not formal, casual); inhumano (inhuman); injusticia (injustice); insensible (insensitive); insincero (not sincere); intolerante (intolerant); inválido (invalid)

Spelling Matters
There are no spelling tips for the prefix in–.
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Name: ___________________________________________  Date: __________________

 Divide and Conquer
Directions: Draw a slash after the prefix in each word.  Write the meaning of the prefix in the first blank.  In the second blank, rewrite the base word.  Then, pick the best definition from the Definition Bank.  Write the letter in the box.

Word Prefix means Base word is
1. i n c r e d i b l e

2. i n f o r m a l

3. i n e d i b l e

4. i n e x p e n s i v e

5. i n v i s i b l e

A
N

RC

S
T

E

Make It Yours!

 1. Choose one word.  Draw a 
picture of it.

 2. Choose two words and use 
them in the same sentence.

 3. How is the meaning of visible 
different from the meaning 
of invisible?

 4. How is the meaning of edible 
different from the meaning 
of inedible?

Definition Bank

 A. casual
 B. amazing; hard to believe
 C. cheap; not costly
 D. out of sight; unseen
 E. not fit to eat
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NEGATIVE PREFIX in– = “not” (cont.)

LESSON 6

Latin
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Levels 3 and Up  
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots more thoroughly teaches Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. These are the semantic units from which the vast majority of English words are derived. As students progress to higher levels, each root is revisited with greater depth and complexity. New words for roots are introduced with an emphasis on content-area vocabulary.

Program Architecture
Based on the dual premise that over 90 percent of English words of two or more syllables are of Greek or Latin origin and that most academic vocabulary is derived from Latin and Greek, this series teaches essential word strategies that enable students to unlock the meaning of vocabulary words they encounter 
inside and outside school. 

Meet the Root
presents students with a root, its 
meaning, and several words that 
present its meaning in different 
contexts 

Divide and Conquer
asks students to “conquer” words 
by “dividing” them into their 
word parts

Read and Reason
provides students with a variety 
of passages that use word roots in 
context and answer questions in 
pairs or small groups about the 
root-based vocabulary

Combine and Create
gives students the chance to 
put prefixes, bases, and suffixes 
together to compose English 
words

Extend and Explore
invites students to work 
individually, with partners, or in 
small groups to create applications for the new vocabulary

Review: Cloze Text
assesses student understanding 
as they use a bank of eight 
words from the lesson and the 
paragraph’s context to complete 
sentences

13
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PLAY

Prefix pro–

Each of these words uses pro– (“forward, for”) as a prefix.  Use the 
words forward or for to explain the meaning of these pro– words.

progress
project
promise

procession
pro-peace

MEET THE
ROOT SLIDE 12
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Name: ___________________________________________  Date: __________________

I admit I have mixed feelings about cheese.  I have tasted some 

delicious cheeses that were ___________________.  There are some that 

I have tasted with flavors that are ___________________ from other 

cheeses.  Some cheeses have flavors that are very hard to identify.  It’s 

almost like they have an ___________________ secret ingredient.  You 

always seem to identify it wrong, no matter how hard you try.

___________________, or less pricey, cheeses can be very tasty.  It 

is ___________________ to say that I am ___________________ 

of expensive cheeses.  I just think that any refrigerator is 

___________________ without cheaper cheese options.  I don’t want 

to be a snob and say that I think people who don’t like cheese have 

___________________ taste buds that can’t the taste the difference from 

one cheese to the next.  I just love good cheese!

 Review: Cloze Text
Directions: Use context clues to choose the best word for each blank.  Each 
word will be used once.

inaccurate
incomplete

incredible
indistinct

inexpensive
insensitive

intolerant
invisible
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EACH KIT INCLUDES

 ➤ Reduce prep time by utilizing the short, daily lessons,  
embedded PD, and everything else needed for effective 
vocabulary instruction.

 ➤ Build teacher capacity with targeted instruction on common 
spelling issues, differentiation strategies, and support  
for bilingual students.

Teacher’s Guide
Refine instruction and target students’ needs with the formal  
and informal assessments provided.

 ➤ The Diagnostic Pre-test and Post-test serve as a tool for planning 
instruction and monitoring students’ growth.

 ➤ Formal and informal assessments and cloze texts for each unit 
provide additional information about the students’ vocabulary 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Assessments

 ➤ Help students unlock the meaning of cross-curricular vocabulary 
with the daily activities provided in the full-color Student Guided 
Practice Book. 

 ➤ Make the content relevant and engaging with real-world examples 
and practical application.

Student Guided Practice Book
 ➤ Dive into the research that drives the use of roots and linguistic 

patterns to teach English vocabulary and see how students grow 
across the levels of instruction. 

 ➤ A quick overview of the program components explains how  
to use the Digital Games, and provides pacing options, and tips  
for implementation.

Program Guide

Unlock the magic and  
meaning of words.
Authors Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak, Rick M. Newton, and Evangeline Newton
Levels K–5
Set students up for academic success in as little as 20 minutes a day with this simple, 
systematic approach to teaching academic vocabulary. This updated edition of  
Building Vocabulary will empower students with the tools and strategies they need  
to decode words independently, beginning with word families before transitioning  
to Greek and Latin roots.

s
Utilize additional teaching and practice resources with 
slides, assessments, reproducibles, bonus student 
pages for each unit, and a comprehensive Word 
Families and Word Roots list.

Digital Resources

Provide fun, interactive and meaningful practice and 
application with accompanying digital games.

Digital Games

Divide and Conquer 
Use the game’s tools to practice dividing  
and conquering the semantic units of a word. 

Combine and Create 
Scroll the game’s wheels to combine word parts 
to form the provided definition or image. 

After just four weeks of instruction, students utilizing Building Vocabulary,  
2nd Edition saw significant growth in both receptive (listening) vocabulary,  
and expressive (speaking) vocabulary. To view the research study online,  
visit us at www.tcmpub.com/research.

Visit www.tcmpub.com for information on levels 6–11.

Building Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Title Item Price
Complete Kits 

Level K BVB27591 $329.99

Level 1 BVB27592 $329.99

Level 2 BVB27593 $329.99

Level 3 BVB27594 $329.99

Level 4 BVB27595 $329.99

Level 5 BVB27596 $329.99
Student Guided Practice Book
Each complete kit includes a single copy; additional 
copies can be ordered.
Level K BVB100895 $12.99

Level 1 BVB100896 $12.99

Level 2 BVB100897 $12.99

Level 3 BVB100898 $12.99

Level 4 BVB100899 $12.99

Level 5 BVB100900 $12.99

Scan the QR code, or visit  
tcmpub.com/bv-games to play  
Building Vocabulary Digital Games!

“My students are more interested  
in how words operate and I can see how they 

are using these new skills during the day.” 
—Teacher, Grade 3

8 months more growth

7 months more growth



–an WORD FAMILY (cont.)

DAY 2
 Let’s Play

Introduce
Reread the poem “The Blanket” on Meet the Word Part Slide 19 aloud.

• Now, read it chorally. Keep your voice at a whisper unless students need support.

Discuss
Play “I’m Thinking of a Word” using the following clues. Add new words to the word wall.

• “I’m thinking of a word to complete this sentence: I put money in my piggy _ .” (bank)
• “I’m thinking of a word for how babies feel when they need to nap.” (cranky)
• “I’m thinking of a word for the part of the body between your foot and your leg.” (ankle)

Apply
Display Meet the Word Part Slide 20.

• Tell students that changing the ending of some words can result in new words. Ask student pairs to decide which words are depicted.

Display Meet the Word Part Slide 21.
• Read the riddles and ask student pairs to solve them. Tell students that the answers to the riddles will have –ank in them.

Practice
Have students turn to Student Guided Practice Book page 41. Depending on students’ needs, work with the class or a small group, or have students work in pairs to write riddles for each word. When they have finished, have students read their riddles aloud to the class.

Riddles will vary.
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–ack WORD FAMILY (cont.)

DAY 1
 Let’s Read

Introduce
Ask students to listen for a moment. Then, ask 
them to share what they heard with their ears. 
Tell them that today’s poem is about listening.Discuss

Display the poem “Listen” on Meet the Word 
Part Slide 14. Read the poem to students twice, 
modeling fluent reading.

• Then, read it a third time, drawing your fingers under the print as you read.
Apply
Ask students, “What do the words quack, crack, 
clack, and track have in common?”• Discuss the rhyme of the words.• Write the words on the board vertically, lining up the word family.

Practice
Tell students they are going to read the poem with you. Have them follow along to supply the 

the word: “When I stop, you tell me what the 
word is.” For example, you say, “Listen to the ducks _” and the students say, “quack.” Point 

at the words as you read.

DAY 2
 Let’s Play

Introduce
Reread the poem “Listen” on Meet the Word 
Part Slide 14 a couple of times. Point to the words as you read. Ask students to raise their hands when they hear/see an –ack word.

Discuss
Reread the poem line by line. At the end of each 
line, ask students to find –ack words. Circle or 
underline –ack words.
Begin a word wall that you can add to over the 
week. Line words up so that the word-family letters are aligned.

Apply
Play “Do They Rhyme?” Tell students you will 
say two words and that they should raise their 
hands if the two words rhyme (or sound alike at 
the end). Say each pair twice, once exaggerating 
the phonemes and once at normal speed. Word 
pairs: crack, back; crack, crab; quack, track; back, 
bat; snake, snack; snack, back.
Practice
Have students turn to Student Guided Practice 
Book page 28. Read the poem to them while they 
read it with you by following along.Now, ask students to circle the –ack words in the 

poem. When they are finished, invite sharing. 
(Note: If this is too challenging for students, you 
can do it line by line.)

Answers
quack, crack, clackity, clack, track
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 Let’s Play

Directions: Fill in the chart.

–and words –ang words –ant words
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 Let’s Read

Hickory Dickory Dack

Hickory dickory dack 

The ducky says, “Quack quack.” 

The corn is in the sack, 

And the hay is in a stack. 

Hickory dickory dack.
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UNIT 2
–old, –olt, AND –oll WORD FAMILIES (cont.) 

DAY 5
 Let’s Grow  

Introduce  
Display both poems on Meet the Word Part 
Slides 19 and 21. Ask students to read the two 
poems in pairs. Each partner should read each 
poem for fluency practice.

Discuss  
Have students read the words from the word wall. 
Then, have them make sentences using the words.Apply  

Tell students they are going to combine letters 
with the word families for the week to decide if 
they make words or not. Make a two-column 
chart on the board. Put d in the first column and 
–oll in the second column.• Say, “Let’s try to make words with the –oll word family.”
• Ask, “If we add d to –oll, can we make a word?” (Wait for students’ responses.)Once students have answered, have them try letter c. If some students are struggling, continue 

with letters and blends that show them which 
combinations make or don’t make words.

Practice  
Direct students to page 44 in the Student Guided 
Practice Book.

• Say, “Now you’re going to try and make words with the –old and –olt word families.”Guide students to complete the page.
Answers

–old –olt
b bold bolt
c cold colt
f fold
s sold

REVIEW
 Cloze Sentences  

7–8 blanks filled correctly: Outstanding5–6 blanks filled correctly: Satisfactory4 or fewer blanks filled correctly: Unsatisfactory1. bold
2. collar
3. knoll
4. colt

5. cold
6. follow
7. jolt
8. roll

L- and
 R

-C
ontrolled

 Vow
els, D

ig
raphs

Name: ___________________________________________   Date: __________________
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 Let’s Grow

Directions: Combine each letter with each word family.  If it is a word, write it in 

the box.  If it is not, leave the box blank.

–old –olt

b

c

f

s

44
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Name: ___________________________________________   Date: __________________

collar
cold

roll
follow

bold
jolt

knoll
colt
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 Review: Cloze Sentences

Directions: Use context clues.  Choose the best word for each blank.  Each word 

will be used once.

 1. You have to be brave and ___________________ to be a soldier.

 2. The stray dog wasn’t wearing a ___________________, so we took him to 

the vet.

 3. The king’s castle was built high on a ___________________.

 4. The young ___________________ won the race ahead of the other horses 

easily.

 5. It was so ___________________ that we wore our heavy coats.

 6. Terrell didn’t know how to get to the party, so his plan was to 

___________________ another car.

 7. Jada awoke with a ___________________ when her alarm clock went off.

 8. The large pig likes to ___________________ in the mud on hot days.
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LATIN BASE dic, dict = “say, speak, tell” (cont.)

DAY 1
 Meet the Root

Introduce
Write dic, dict on the board. Say, “This lesson’s root is the Latin base dic, dict. I will dictate three things to see whether you can figure out what this base means. Get a piece of paper so you can take dictation.” Write dictation on the board.

• Have students copy the word dictation and write what they think it means. Then, write dictionary on the board. Again, have students copy the word and write what they think it means. Finally, write predict on the board. Once again, have students copy the word 
and write what they think it means.

• Circle dict in each word. Have students turn to partners, compare their definitions, and see whether they can figure out what dic, dict means. Accept their predictions.
• Say, “Dic, dict means ‘say, speak, or tell’ with authority, to ‘tell’ people what to do, and to ‘say’ that something is so.”

Discuss
Return to dictation, dictionary, and predict. Have students talk with their partners about how “say,” “speak,” or “tell” is in each of these words (dictation = “telling” students what to write; dictionary = a book that “tells” what words mean; predict = to “say” or “tell” what will happen before it actually does).

Say, “The base dic, dict is in many words we use every day.”

Using Meet the Root Slide 19, ask students to volunteer definitions for these dic, dict words: dictator, dedicate, verdict, contradict.

• Point out that the meaning of “say, speak, 
tell” expresses authority (a dictator tells 
people what to do; a verdict says you are 
innocent or guilty; when we contradict our parents, we go against what they say; when we dedicate ourselves to something, we say that we will be steadfast and loyal).

Apply
Show students the questions on Meet the Root Slide 20. Have them turn to partners to figure out the answers. (e.g., What do predictable and unpredictable have in common? “Saying” that something will or will not happen before it actually does. What do a dictator and a teacher who is dictating sentences have in common? “Telling” others what to do.)

Practice
Tell students that words have an interesting and often surprising history. Read the Did You Know? together on Meet the Root Slide 21 about the word valedictorian.

Direct students to the Meet the Root Word Spokes activity on Student Guided Practice Book page 46.
• In pairs, have students figure out the 

meaning of “say, speak, tell” in dictionary, 
prediction, dictation, and contradict.

• After a few minutes, ask volunteers to 
explain how each of the words means “say, speak, tell.”

Point out the two blanks. Have students think of two other dic, dict words with the meaning of “say, speak, tell.” Tell them to put the words in each blank and then write sentences for four of the words. Invite students to share their words and sentences with classmates.70 100887—Building Vocabulary: Teacher’s Guide
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Directions: Turn to your partner.  Talk about the meaning of “write” in each of the 

words.  Fill in the blank spokes with two other scrib, script words that have the meaning 

of “write.”

Write sentences for four of the words.  Make sure that “write” is part of the meaning.  

Share your sentences with your classmates.

script
postscript (P.S.)

inscribe
scribble

scrib, script = 
 “write”

40
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 Extend and Explore

Directions: Use other forms of the words to the left to complete the sentences.  Make 

sure to check your spelling.

subscribe
1. I would like to order a __  to 

your magazine and am ready to sign on the dotted 

line.

prescribe 2. The doctor gave me a __  for 

an antibiotic.

describe

3. Can you give us a clear __ 

of what you saw?

4. Readers enjoyed the vivid and 

__  language the author used.

inscribe
5. I’d like to find a poem and use it as an 

__  in the book I want to 

give you.
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LATIN BASE dic, dict = “say, speak, tell” (cont.)

Guide students through pages 48–51 to complete the rest of this lesson. Read the directions at the top of each page.

DAY 3
 Read and Reason

This activity gives students practice reading words in context. They read a story and answer questions about the vocabulary.

Possible Answers
1. He or she might go to jail, be 

condemned without a trial, or face other 
dreadful penalties.

2. edict
3. to give up power, to step away from power voluntarily as opposed to being forced out. (Note: The prefix of abdicate is ab–, which was taught in Lesson 5 of this book.)

DAY 4
 Combine and Create

This activity gives students practice using multiple forms of a word.

Answers
1. prediction(s)
2. predictable
3. dictator
4. dictation

5. abdication
6. dedication
7. contradiction

DAY 5
 Extend and Explore

This activity gives students practice categorizing words according to meaning and words starting with the base dic, dict.

Answers
1. disintegrate; the other words refer to 

making public declarations of commitment or promise
2. abdicate; the other words refer to making 

statements about what will happen in 
the future

3. valedictorian (a person); the other words 
refer to final decisions

4. benediction; the other words refer to 
absolute rulers

REVIEW
 Cloze Text

Scoring Guide
7–8 blanks filled correctly: Outstanding
5–6 blanks filled correctly: Satisfactory
4 or fewer blanks filled correctly: Unsatisfactory
1. predict
2. dedicated
3. dictator
4. dictates

5. unpredictable
6. contradict
7. abdicate
8. verdict

72 100887—Building Vocabulary: Teacher’s Guide
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LATIN BASE vid, vis = “see” (cont.)

Guide students through pages 42–45 to complete the rest of this lesson. Read the directions at the top of each page.

DAY 3
 Read and Reason

This activity gives students practice with words in context. Students complete the story by filling in the blanks with the appropriate words.

Answers
1. advisor
2. visualize
3. video art

4. vision
5. television
6. video games

DAY 4
 Combine and Create

This activity gives students practice in using suffixes and context to create words.

Answers
1. providers
2. supervision
3. revisions

4. advisory
5. televise
6. visitors

DAY 5
 Extend and Explore

This activity gives students practice in matching vid, vis words with situations that deal with “seeing.” 

Answers
1. C
2. G
3. E

4. F
5. A
6. H

7. D
8. B

REVIEW
 Cloze Text

Scoring Guide
7–8 blanks filled correctly: Outstanding
5–6 blanks filled correctly: Satisfactory
4 or fewer blanks filled correctly: Unsatisfactory
1. visit
2. provided
3. provisions
4. visualize

5. advised
6. revise
7. video
8. evident

66 100886—Building Vocabulary: Teacher’s Guide
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Directions: Use other forms of the words to the left to complete the sentences.  Make 

sure to check your spelling.

provide
1. My parents are excellent __.  

They work hard and give me all the food, clothes, and 

love I need.

supervise
2. This medicine must be taken under a doctor’s 

__.

revise
3. My teacher wants me to make significant 

__ to my draft.

advise
4. The news bulletin just announced a flood 

__ for all viewers living in the 

valley.

television
5. Do you know what channel is going to 

__ the hockey game?

visit
6. My grandfather is in the hospital, but he can receive 

__ between 6:00 a.m. and 

8:00 p.m.
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LATIN BASE dic, dict = “say, speak, tell” (cont.)

DAY 2
 Divide and Conquer

Direct students to the Divide and Conquer activity on page 47 in the Student Guided Practice Book.Say, “Let’s ‘divide and conquer’ five new words with the base dic or dict. Let’s do the first word together. We will draw a slash between the prefix and the base word. Next, let’s write the meaning of the prefix on the first line. Then, let’s write the meaning of the base word on the second line.” Place emphasis on the meaning of the base word.

Say, “I see a box titled ‘Prefix Bank,’ which is helpful because it includes the meanings of the prefixes. I also see an X in the prefix box for two of the words, so that tells me there will not be a prefix. Thinking about the meaning of the base dic or dict and each prefix, we can decide which definition from the Definition Bank matches and put the letter in the box.” If necessary, use a short phrase with the words say, speak, or tell to ensure that the definition makes sense.
Discussion of each new word is essential to expand students’ vocabulary and knowledge of how English words work. As you guide students, use the questions below to generate discussion about each of the words:

• Where is the meaning of “say, speak, tell” in the word _?• Where might you see the word _?
• Can you think of an example of _?
• Does _  have more than one meaning? If so, how are those meanings the same? How are they different?
• In what situations might you find or use the word _?

Have students complete the Make It Yours! section independently or in pairs on a separate sheet of paper.
Answers

Word Prefix means Base means
1. predict before say, speak, tell A
2. dictator X say, speak, tell C
3. contradict against say, speak, tell E
4. diction X say, speak, tell D
5. edict out say, speak, tell B

71
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Directions: Draw a slash after the prefix in each word.  Write the meaning of the prefix 

in the first blank.  (Hint: Use the Prefix Bank.  An X means the word has no prefix.)  In 

the second blank, write the meaning of the base.  Then, pick the best definition from the 

Definition Bank.  Write the letter in the box.

Word Prefix means Base means

1. s c r i p t u r e X

2. d e s c r i p t i o n

3. s u b s c r i b e

4. i n s c r i p t i o n

5. i n s c r i b e

Make It Yours!

1. Choose two words, and use both of 

them in the same sentence.

2. How are the words script and 

scripture different in meaning?

3. Based on the word inscribe, what 

do you think the word inscription 

means?

4. Name something that you might 

subscribe to.

A
N
RC

S
T

E

Definition Bank

A. a detailed account that is either 

spoken or written down

B. a dedication written inside a book 

cover or a card

C. a sacred written text

D. to sign up for by writing one’s 

name under a contract

E. to write in or on a surface

Prefix Bank

de– = down in– = in, on, into sub– = below, under
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ase scrib, script =

 “w
rite”

NEGATIVE PREFIX in– = “not” (cont.)

Guide students through pages 42–45 to complete the rest of this lesson. Read the directions at the top of each page.

DAY 3
 Read and Reason

This activity gives students practice in reading words in context. Students read a poem and encounter prefixes in context. Discuss the prefix im– and its similarities to the in– prefix. Tell students that they will also come across im– words as they read the poem.

Answers will vary.

DAY 4
 Combine and Create

This activity gives students practice in working with prefixes to create words. Students work with base words and prefixes to create new words.

Answers
1. inaccurate
2. inconsiderate
3. infinite
4. inexperienced

DAY 5
 Extend and Explore

This activity gives students practice using 
descriptive sentences to figure out in– words. Students identify the word that fits each of the situations described.

Answers
1. D
2. E
3. C

4. A
5. F
6. G

7. B
8. H

REVIEW
 Cloze Text

Scoring Guide
7–8 blanks filled correctly: Outstanding
5–6 blanks filled correctly: Satisfactory
4 or fewer blanks filled correctly: Unsatisfactory
1. incredible
2. indistinct
3. invisible
4. inexpensive

5. inaccurate
6. intolerant
7. incomplete
8. insensitive
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UNIT 1
 Read and Reason

Directions: Read the poem.  Then, write a story to describe what happens in 
the poem.  Use prefixes correctly in your story.

I’m in trouble when Mom calls me Mister.

Mom says, “Hey, that’s indecent, Mister.  Not decent, Mister, that’s what 

you are, Mister.”

I say, “Mom, you’re incorrect!  Not the right answer.  Mom, it’s impossible, 

not possible, for me to be indecent!  Not possible!”

“Invalid answer, Mister.  Not valid.  Not correct?  Your own mother?”

Yikes, yikes, I think.  I’m in trouble now.

I add, “Please don’t be indirect.  I don’t get it—be direct with what you 

mean, Mom.  What did I do wrong?”

“You, you, you, Mister, are intolerant.  Not following the rules again.  Not 

tolerant.”  She sighs, “Inexpert, you are.  Not expert.  Not expert at 

staying out of trouble, Mister.”

“You’re right, Mom, it was improper of me.  Not right.  Not right at all.”  I 

sigh, and offer an “I’m sorry,” looking at the floor.

Directions: Work with a partner to write the story that is told in the poem.  
Use in– words where you can.
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Name: ___________________________________________  Date: __________________

I admit I have mixed feelings about cheese.  I have tasted some 

delicious cheeses that were ___________________.  There are some that 

I have tasted with flavors that are ___________________ from other 

cheeses.  Some cheeses have flavors that are very hard to identify.  It’s 

almost like they have an ___________________ secret ingredient.  You 

always seem to identify it wrong, no matter how hard you try.

___________________, or less pricey, cheeses can be very tasty.  It 

is ___________________ to say that I am ___________________ 

of expensive cheeses.  I just think that any refrigerator is 

___________________ without cheaper cheese options.  I don’t want 

to be a snob and say that I think people who don’t like cheese have 

___________________ taste buds that can’t the taste the difference from 

one cheese to the next.  I just love good cheese!

 Review: Cloze Text

Directions: Use context clues to choose the best word for each blank.  Each 

word will be used once.

inaccurate
incomplete

incredible
indistinct

inexpensive
insensitive

intolerant
invisible
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Foundations Levels K-2  
Building Vocabulary, 2nd edition Foundations empowers beginning readers to learn words by 
identifying sound-spelling patterns. Students will build vocabulary through the use of poems,  
word endings, simple roots, and digital slides and games.

www.tcmpub.com | (800) 858-7339

5 Days of Instruction and Student Guided Practice

Let’s Read 
Focuses on reading short poems to identify  
word families/roots

Let’s Play 
Offers a variety of activities and games designed to scaffold 
students’ understanding of the new word families/roots

Let’s Grow 
Provides opportunities for students to review the words  
and concepts for the week

Review: Cloze Sentences
Offers additional practice to be used in learning centers, for
independent work, or sent home for use with family members

Lesson plans in the Teacher’s Guide correspond to the Student Guided Practice Book pages.

Word Roots Levels 3 and Up  
Building Vocabulary, 2nd edition from Word Roots thoroughly teaches Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. 
Students will learn strategies for deciphering roots and their meanings across multiple content areas. Advanced 
word study practice and essential word strategies enable students to unlock the meaning of vocabulary words they 
encounter in and out of school.

Meet the Root 
Presents students with a root, its meaning, and several  
words that show its meaning in easy-to-understand contexts

Divide and Conquer
Asks students to “conquer” words by “dividing”  
them into their word parts

Read and Reason 
Provides students with a variety of passages that use word 
roots in context. Students then answer questions about  
the root-based vocabulary in pairs or small groups

Combine and Create 
Gives students the chance to put prefixes, bases,  
and suffixes together to compose English words

Extend and Explore 
Invites students to work individually, with partners,  
or in small groups to apply the new vocabulary

5 Days of Instruction and Student Guided Practice

Lesson plans in the Teacher’s Guide correspond to the Student Guided Practice Book pages.

Review: Cloze Text
Assesses student understanding as they use a word bank with 
eight words from the lesson and the paragraph’s context to 
complete sentences

Days 1 & 3

Days 2 & 4

Day 5

Review

Day 2

Day 3

Day 5

Review

Day 1 Day 4
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Developed by Experts
The Building Vocabulary series was developed by nationally 
recognized researchers, teacher educators, and authors.

These sessions will help teachers to:

 ➤ Empower students with a step-by-step strategy to effectively uncover  
the meaning of words using Greek and Latin prefixes, roots, and suffixes. 

 ➤ Enhance students’ agility with increasingly complex vocabulary to improve their 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

 ➤ Reinforce the importance of word learning and word play in the classroom 
through fun activities and games.

To learn more about our  
Professional Development options, visit  
tcmpub.com/professional-development 

or call (800) 858-7339

Professional Development
Teacher Created Materials offers dynamic professional development solutions to support academic vocabulary 
instruction. Teachers will learn how to equip students with the appropriate academic background knowledge  
to unlock the meaning of words.

“I love the notion that Building Vocabulary is 
respectful of teachers’ time constraints. Instead of 

cramming an entire lesson into one long and tedious 
time period, Building Vocabulary spreads instruction 

out over the course of a week, using different 
activities so that students can examine the targeted 

word patterns from a variety of different 
perspectives.” —Tim Rasinski


